
S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

There has never been a greater need for market research to reassert its 
relevance – whether that’s to help clients make confident decisions, ensure 
the public’s perception of the industry is accurate, maintain panellists’ 
interest, or to appeal to the best talent, as Tim Phillips reports

“The people who drive our cars have 
dogs, they have kids and they have 
gloveboxes full of tissues, wet wipes 
and cables,” says Steve Hill, consumer 
insight manager at Jaguar Land Rover 
(JLR). “The more data you get into the 
business, the harder it gets for people 
to see customers for the humans that 
they are. You see people as being 
numbers on a spreadsheet, or points 
on a data chart.” 

The fear that insight could become 
an impersonal, data-driven function 
was the inspiration behind a project 
for which JLR and its agency, C Space, 
recruited a panel of 100 drivers. These 
motorists were asked to interact, give 
feedback, join video calls, and even go 
for a pie and a pint – but, significantly, 
not with the insight team. JLR’s panel 
communicates directly with the 
designers and engineers, sharing 
their happiness, frustration and any 
other emotion, often without 
mediation through research 
professionals.  

“If we can use market research to 
start giving people a bit more of a 
visceral understanding of how our 
customers think, and how a relevant 
person thinks, then it’s a win,” Hill 
says. “Even when they’re telling you 
the bad stuff, they’re doing that 
because they want you to improve.” 

Creating small-scale intimacy is one 
solution, but this does not meet the 
challenge of recruiting and 
incentivising larger panels. At the 
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other end of the scale, Research Now 
(RN) is meeting the challenge of 
relevance by recruiting panels 
differently. To join RN’s panel, you 
have to be invited by a brand partner; 
in the UK, for example, that means 
Nectar. “One of the primary aspects 
of driving quality is our recruitment 
model,” says Ryan Jantz, senior 
vice-president, panels and 
partnerships, at RN. 

Personal, iterative, focusing on 
bitesize insights delivered, via 
technology, direct to the people who 
use them, the work of Hill and C 
Space is just one example of how the 

best insight teams are stepping up to 
the challenge of keeping their work 
relevant to both the client and the 
customer. On the client side, research 
conducted by Professor Niels 
Schillewaert and his colleagues at the 
Vlerick Business School suggests that 
only half of research projects lead to 
change, and that roughly the same 
proportion of researchers think that 
their work affects decisions. On the 

customer side, the more we know 
about how decisions are made – and 
how opinions are reported – the more 
some methods of collecting data seem 
like a battle against the habits and 
instincts of ordinary people, rather 
than a reflection of them. 

As long as new methods of gaining 
and using insight have been available, 
this has been a challenge that the 
industry has met. But as the 
datafication of customer relationships 
has unleashed new sources of insight, 
often generated direct from the 
clients’ internal systems in near real 
time, the role of externally generated 
insight needs to keep up.  

Adjacent insight providers – notably 
those selling big data as a solution to 
how to make faster, better decisions 
– point out that traditional research 
doesn’t match well with how 
companies prefer to act, and 
sometimes isn’t finding out the most 
useful information. For example, in 
its report Big data: The next frontier 
for innovation, competition and 
productivity, McKinsey contrasts the 
broad segmentation of market 
research with the immediate, 
actionable data that clients such as 
department store Neiman Marcus are 
using to reach customers. “Retailers 
can now track and leverage data on 
the behaviour of individual customers 
– including clickstream data from the 
web. Retailers can update this 
increasingly granular data in near 
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embedding existing methodology 
more relevantly in the experience of 
those who give information, and those 
who could benefit from using it. 

Who makes decisions? 
In 2010, Bain & Company surveyed 
760 companies, most with revenues 
greater than $1bn. It was surprised to 
find that most company 
reorganisations had no benefit, and 
most destroyed value. Its survey 
showed that the ones that prioritised 
the view of the firm as a decision-
making organisation had far better 
outcomes. So Bain & Company began 
to recommend to its clients that, if 
they were planning to restructure, 
they organise around decisions, rather 
than hierarchies or functions. 

Not every company follows this 
advice, but some are taking it 
seriously. For those that do, plugging 
insight into the decision-making 
process will be essential. 

“On an annual basis globally, our 
industry invests $43bn on generating 
insights, but only a very small piece of 
that money is invested in activating 
those insights,” says Tom De Ruyck, 
managing partner at InSites 
Consulting. “And it’s a bit like in 
advertising; we know that half of the 
money we are spending will not lead 
to action, we just don’t know, at the 
beginning, which part that will be. 

“More clients feel the need to 
change the way they do things 
because they see that the old ways 
aren’t working any more, or aren’t as 
effective as they used to be. They are 
in the situation where the external 
world is more complex and faster-
moving than ever before, but their 
internal world is still moving slowly.” 

De Ruyck has put this into practice 
through his relationship with Ikea, 
which now spans five years. Ikea had 
this feeling, he says, and, as a result, 
decided to reorganise the way it 
handled insight, to bring it closer to 
decision-makers without the internal 
insight department acting as a 
gatekeeper. “Then you need to do two 
things. You need to look at how you 

generate insights – what tools we 
have, what research programmes are 
in place, and how we need to change 
these to be more open and agile in 
how we catch consumer insights. 
Then you need to look at how to 
activate insights in the business. How 
can you involve more people and have 
more impact on the business?” 

Part one meant streamlining the 
numbers that Ikea tracked to three 
measures of business performance. 
The performance in those numbers 
could inspire further investigation, 
but emphasising co-creation rather 
than directed surveys. “It’s also about 
allowing consumers to bring topics to 
the table themselves,” De Ruyck says. 
“It’s about what you want to discuss, 
as an organisation, but also about 
what the consumer wants to discuss.” 

This process is only one aspect of 
how insight became more relevant at 
Ikea. Alongside this reorganisation, 
the company decided to share its 
insights more directly with more 
people. It reasoned that, in a retailer, 
far more people are making decisions 
every day – for example, how to speak 
to customers – so they could benefit 
from knowing what customers need. 

“We are democratising the use of 
insights, because we are making it 
easier for people to find them, to 
understand them, and to absorb 
them on the one hand, but we are 
giving access to more people – or 
giving people more access to those 
insights as well, which I think is 
needed,” De Ruyck says. 

“If you want an organisation to 
move faster, and to make better 
decisions faster, you need to give 
more autonomy and empowerment 
to employees, but you also need to 
give them the necessary inspiration 
and insights.” 

Few employees want to read charts 
and reports, however. So Ikea and 
InSites Consulting concentrated on 
creating ‘memes’. These are simple 
insights based on the data that would 
be meaningful at every level of the 
organisation, and which attract 
comment from a wider group of 
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What can other IndustrIes teach us about relevance?
Kathryn Korostoff founded and 
runs Research Rockstar, which 
gives training for researchers and 
staffing for insight departments. 
In what she calls the “adjacent” 
professions – data science, big 
data, data analytics – she believes 
there is a much stronger link 
made between the insight and 
return on investment (ROI) 
benefit, and that researchers can 
learn from these professions 
about how to present their 
expertise as business-relevant. 
Korostoff’s advice is:

■  Emphasise the difference 
between the short run and the 
long run: “Companies often 
think in terms of a three- to 
five-year roadmap. A lot of the 
big data analysis I see is not 
necessarily going to inform that 
kind of strategic thinking.”

■  Measure the return 
(sometimes): “ROI methods 
would vary a lot by the specific 
project. For a segmentation 

study, I might determine that 
three particular segments are 
attractive to our company and 
that we can focus our 
marketing dollars, our sales 
dollars, and our lead-nurturing 
dollars on only the most 
attractive segments. Somebody 
should be able to do a ‘before 
and after’ for that; those things 
can be measured. But we don’t 
know how or if people are 
applying the research results to 
product development. We 
don’t want to be tied to say, 
sales for that new product.”

■  Don’t get hung up on ‘what’ 
– it’s ‘why’ that counts: 
“Researchers emphasise their 
methodology too much. That’s 
the wrong emphasis when 
we’re dealing with business 
people. We should be talking 
about what we’re doing for the 
business, not how we do it.” 

■  Use skills from the adjacent 
professions in your projects: 
“One of the things that appeals 

to business executives about 
some of the adjacent 
professions, is that they’re 
using conventional research 
methods, but they’re also using 
new things. Adjacent things 
that I’m really interested in 
these days are behavioural 
science, the whole consumer 
experience, user experience 
area, and web analytics.” 

■  It’s the business problem you 
solve, not how you do it: “Can 
you demonstrate expertise in 
predicting consumer 
behaviour? Do you have a track 
record in identifying how to 
define customer groups? Are 
you somebody with expertise 
in understanding consumer 
emotions? I don’t want our 
profession to be defined by 
focus groups and surveys. That 
hurts market research – the 
idea we’re mechanics.”

■  Make market research into a 
daily input: “I’m a huge fan of 
voting platforms; they can be a 

really great research method – 
very interactive. Business 
decision-makers can pop in 
and out of the idea-voting 
platform and see for 
themselves what kind of 
comments and votes they’re 
getting. It feels more authentic 
than a pile of charts and 
graphs. There is almost a sense 
of urgency about it, because it’s 
happening in real time.”

■  Embrace experiments, as data 
analytics has done: “Web 
analytics are really able to 
capture actual behaviour and 
not rely so much on what 
people say they’re going to do, 
or self-reporting what they have 
done. We should be doing a lot 
more experiments in market 
research. They have raised our 
awareness of how many topics 
people can’t reliably be 
expected to self-report on. It’s 
a big issue. I hope more 
researchers start to adopt that 
sort of experimental thinking.”

real time to adjust to customer 
changes,” it says.  

If the insight function has to give a 
seat at the table to data scientists, 
arguably, this is a good thing; if all 
data is seen as relevant to decision-
making, then research and big data 
have a common fight against 
management gut feel. But research 
agencies are also in a struggle for 
scarce talent against technology 
companies that suddenly seem very 
relevant as a source of methods to 
make better decisions. If they cannot 
demonstrate they are operationally 
and strategically important, they 
are at a recruitment disadvantage too 
(see box, page 39). 

Perhaps the next evolution of the 
insight business isn’t so much 
about finding new techniques, but 
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 clients see that the old ways 
aren’t working any more. they are 
in a situation where the external 
world is more complex and faster-
moving, but their internal world is 
still moving slowly 
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YouGov ProfIles: enGaGInG the Panel
On Monday 10 August 2015 
YouGov’s German head of 
research found himself on the 
morning chatshows, and quoted 
in Germany’s national 
newspapers. YouGov was also at 
the top of the non-fiction book 
charts in Germany. The cause of 
all this excitement? A book called 
What makes us Germans tick?, 
which collected 550 insights into 
how Germans think and behave 
from YouGov’s 50,000 online 
German panellists.

How do we incentivise 
panellists so they are active and 
engaged? In YouGov’s world, 
the reward is something the 
panellists value highly: 
information about themselves.

This wasn’t the first time 
people’s obsession with 
themselves had put YouGov on 
the news. At the end of 2014, it 
launched its Profiles app in the 

UK, and received a million 
searches in the first week. The 
Times ran the headline: ‘If you 
aren’t addicted to YouGov 
Profiles yet, you soon will be.’

YouGov’s online database holds 
information on more than 100,000 
variables for 250,000 UK 
panellists, 150,000 US ones and 
the 50,000 ticking Germans. The 
panellists, who can select 
anything they think is relevant to 
their interests and provide 
information on it via Profiles, have 
generated about one-third of that 
database voluntarily. YouGov’s 
analytics pick out the correlations 
that are disproportionately true 
for one category. The result is an 
increasingly sophisticated, 
crowdsourced profile of its panel 
members.

Freddie Sayers, chief digital 
officer at YouGov, says Profiles are 
a strategic change in the way it 

does business: “YouGov was a 
survey company and now it is a 
data company. We’re not just 
writing surveys and running them, 
which is what we did 10 years 
ago. Increasingly, we collect data 
for ourselves. When a client wants 
to know something, we find that 
querying the data we already 
have is a quicker way to get the 
answer.” So instead of finding a 
representative sample from 
among its panel and asking 
questions, it finds what people 
matching the profile it seeks have 
already provided. 

Through YouGov’s data science 
department – another recent 
innovation – this regularly turns 
up interesting relationships in the 
data. Peroni is the lager most 
liked by the upper and middle 
classes. Netflix customers prefer 
rising stars, while Amazon Video 
viewers prefer classics. Jeremy 

Corbyn supporters were much 
more likely than supporters of 
other leadership candidates to 
believe a secretive elite controls 
the world.

These are all results that 
surveys could achieve, but 
YouGov holds the information 
today, provided voluntarily by 
participants, whose incentive is 
that they are engaged – whether 
this is through a feeling of being 
heard, or finding out what other 
similar people think about the 
things that interest them. 

Tests on the data show that the 
type of panellists who take part in 
Profiles is roughly the same as the 
ones on the existing YouGov 
panel, though lighter on the very 
young and very old. 

Perhaps this demonstrates that 
the appeal of taking part in 
surveys is universal – as long as 
you feel part of the process. 

employees, who contribute ideas on 
how to improve based on the memes. 

InSites has measured the uptake of 
its research finding, using these 
methods internally. The result of 
spending more time on how to 
communicate its results – and who to 
communicate them to – is that 85% of 
its findings are acted on. The key, 
InSites argues, is to look beyond the 
usual community of people who use 
research and find out which other 
decision-makers would benefit from 
knowing about it, and how they use 
information in their jobs. 

Rather like the successful decision-
makers in Bain’s sample, this partly 
depends on the client being able to 
structure its business around 
decision-taking, and let insight flow 
to where it is needed. “If they want to 
move faster – which they have to, 
because the external world is moving 
faster – they need to have less 
hierarchy. They have to give people 
more autonomy, more 
empowerment,” De Ruyck says.

Delivering the message 
“Many market research companies 
have manoeuvred themselves into an 
almost impossible position by not 
changing. They have a lot of pressure 

on their work process,” says Jeroen 
Rietberg, co-founder of Intellex 
Dynamic Reporting and CFM 
International, which supplies software 
to the market research industry and 
end clients to automate reporting, 
create dashboards and combine 
research sources or voice-of-the-
customer tracking. 

Rietberg identifies three dimensions 
of research that are important to the 
client: quality, efficiency and 
effectiveness. The first can be 
narrowly defined as the methodology 
used, and representativeness of the 
analysis. The second, responding to 
market trends, as being able to get 
results quickly and at lower cost. But 
the third – effectiveness – has not 
been given the attention it deserves, 
Rietberg argues.

“Effectiveness means what is 
actually done with what you deliver. 
How much impact do you have, and 
how do you know? Do you ask your 
clients what they do with your data, 
and how much effort they put into 
translating what you give them into 
something usable and actionable? 
That is a big problem,” says Rietberg. 

One of the most important 
measures of the effectiveness of 
market research is its constant 

presence when decisions are being 
considered. Hill, at JLR, jokes that, 
after receiving a brief from an area of 
the business, a typical insight 
department “spends three months 
living and breathing the research, 
but as far as your internal clients 
know, you’ve gone quiet and just 
buggered off”.  

Rietberg argues that too little focus 
on how those internal clients want 
information has resulted in 
technology companies moving into 
the market. “The types of companies 
who are now delivering the voice of 
customer are often technology-based 
companies, who might have been 
supplying technology to market 
research, but who were definitely 
not market researchers themselves. 
They have just taken over that whole 
area of customer satisfaction. 

“The reason they could do that 
was because they thought about the 
way in which information has to be 
presented to the client, to make it 
usable for them, workable, and 
immediately applicable to the 
organisation. That’s as simple as it is. 
If you want to make an impact with 
anything that you do, it has to be 
used. If it’s not used, it can never have 
an impact.”

Leap Ahead 
With a winning team

0207 084 3000
infoUK@researchnow.com
researchnow.com
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BrainJuicer has never been an average 
agency, but it has always marketed its 
propositions on the basis that – if you 
want to find out what people are 
really going to do in the future – 
asking them is often not a good idea. 
Instead, data science discovers in 
greater detail what they are doing. 

Questioning the 
methodology 
As a contrarian, BrainJuicer liked to 
quote Daniel Kahneman before it was 
cool to do so. It’s still a tough sell – 
building a business by telling clients 
they are measuring the wrong things 
– but, says chief operating officer, Alex 
Batchelor, it’s the responsibility of an 
agency to challenge the beliefs of the 
client if research is to remain relevant.  

He quotes Kahneman: “Our 
comforting conviction that the world 
makes sense rests on a secure 
foundation: our almost unlimited 
ability to ignore our own ignorance.” 
Or, in Batchelor’s words: “It’s like 
when mums can’t believe their 
children are murderers.”

When research makes the news, it’s 
usually about polling, so the news 
hasn’t been good in the past nine 
months. We can argue that polling is a 
small part – underfunded and 
unrepresentative – of the business, 
but Batchelor points out that there’s 
something in the criticism. The 
industry is still asking people what 
they intend to do, relying on a 
rational, considered response at the 
point the research is done, while, all 
the time, we discover more about the 
limitations of this technique (see box, 
page 34).  

This is a fundamental challenge to 
the relevance of research, Batchelor 
argues. “Purchase intention is kind of 
a dirty secret: we all ask it, even 
though we know it doesn’t correlate 
strongly with anything. We should all 
be looking at something that is more 
predictive. We believe the tide is 
turning in our direction. Many 
agencies know that emotion matters; 
they accept it, but stick questions 
about it down at number 51 or 52. If 

you’re taking the survey, by the time 
you have got there, you’ve lost the 
power of feeling.”

How to sell it 
Go to ZappiStore’s website and the 
first thing you see is: ‘Traditional 
market research takes too long and is 
too expensive.’  Who says? “Everyone I 
talk to,” says Christophe Ovaere, the 
chief marketing officer at ZappiStore, 
“They say, we can’t justify that kind of 
spend and that lead time any more.” 

ZappiStore is an automated 
platform on which agencies can offer 
tools to deliver bitesize pieces of 
research quickly – on demand – to 
clients. It’s neutral about which 
methods or providers host their tools. 
At the moment, Millward Brown, 
Pointlogic and MMR are there. Ovaere 
talks about how some very small 
agencies are developing specialist, 
niche tools to sit alongside them.  

But it is not simply an aggregator; 
ZappiStore was created in response 
to demands from clients – which 
include Coca-Cola, LG and Ford – to 
work differently with their research 
providers. “We will deliver shorter, 
snappier and faster work,” Ovaere 
says. “Clients can use it cyclically 
and iteratively, which means they 
are agile.” 

He tells the story of how a client 
wanted ad testing on a Friday night. 
“She said she had four ads, and 
ordered the tests as she was leaving 
the office. By the time she reached the 
bar, the reports were ready. She could 
discuss the results on Monday, change 
the ads, and test again: it makes test 
and learn possible.” 

Ovaere disagrees that this makes 
research more disposable. It merely 
fits with the way the clients treat the 
flow of information, he says. “Agencies 
innovate a lot, but they innovate 
around methodology. What are you 
going to change that is so 
groundbreaking that the client falls off 
their chair? Not much. But there has 
never been innovation around 
process, cost and time. We are one of 
the last industries that hasn’t 

optimised the delivery process. In 
some respects, we’re still running a 
manual sweatshop.” 

Another client has just set up a 
‘data war room’. “The market 
research agencies should be running 
that room, but how many are in it?” 
Ovaere asks. “None.”

BrainJuicer has located one of the 
tools that ZappiStore is marketing. 
Batchelor likes the idea of providing 
behavioural insight rapidly, at low 
cost. “Let’s see if we can sell it to 
people we couldn’t afford to sell it to 
otherwise,” he says. 

“When we started, we dealt with 
clients who didn’t want desktop 
self-service; they wanted to phone 
people and ask them to find out 
things. But SurveyMonkey has  
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Paul Baines, professor of political 
marketing at Cranfield University, 
runs a careers session in market 
research every year, in 
conjunction with Esomar. In 2016, 
70 students from across the 
marketing disciplines attended, 
but knowledge of – and interest 
in – market research as a 
potential career was initially low, 
he reports.

Q. Do your students feel 
market research is relevant to 
their ambitions?
Research has always had 
competition from other sectors 
for applicants, and our marketing 
students don’t see it as an 
obvious place to start, while our 
Master of Business 
Administration (MBA) students 
see themselves in management 
consultancy. Market research is 
not necessarily in their 
consideration set.

Q. Why not?
It doesn’t have the same visibility. 
Maybe that’s an image from the 
past, but it’s also that they don’t 
see the insight turning into 
action. Big data, for example, is 
all about turning knowledge of 
customers into actionable 
strategy, and that seems to be 
sexier in the minds of students. 
Also, at the moment, a lot of 
them are interested in careers in 
digital marketing and social 
media marketing. 

Q. What should the research 
industry do to make itself more 
relevant to their ambitions?
It has to start to own the strategy 
area. If it doesn’t move in that 
direction, it will cede ground to 
the management consultancies 
and data science companies. Not 
only will it lose the strategic 
portion of its business, but market 
research will end up evaluating 

communications, or doing studies 
of market potential, and that’s 
about it.

The problem is that many of 
these strategic issues are very 
technical. So if we think about 
how a client could shift customers 
across channels, a market 
research company couldn’t 
research and manage that on its 
own. Even a typical management 
consultancy can’t do that on its 
own – it doesn’t have the IT 
capability. So maybe there’s a 
need for market research 
companies [to ensure they are 
relevant by] developing strong 
partnerships with data science, 
for example.

Q. Will research miss out on the 
best talent?
Some skilled and rigorous people 
will always be attracted to 
research. My overwhelming 
feeling is that it continues to be 

an exciting industry, but that it 
really needs to upskill in big data, 
and take ownership of that area. 
Of course, computer science and 
technology companies are 
thinking the same thing.

Q. Did you manage to convince 
your students that research 
was worth considering?
They had two presentations, 
from Diageo and Shell, and now 
they are much more interested. 
We convinced them that this is 
the coalface of strategy – the 
area of marketing in which you 
uncover new facts, and really 
have an influence on decisions. 

If they worked in a job that was 
further into the planning cycle, 
they would probably be 
implementing strategy rather 
than creating it. 

So when we explain what 
research can achieve, we can 
convince them. 

hoW relevant Is research as a career?
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 Many agencies know emotion 
matters, they accept it, but stick 
questions about it down at number 
51 or 52. If you’re taking the survey, 
by the time you have got there 
you’ve lost the power of feeling 
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online activity – an annoying buzz 
that tells us our opinions matter, 
without sounding at all convincing. 

Recently, there has been much 
worry about the survey-taking 
behaviour of millennials; in the 
February 2016 edition of Quirk’s, for 
example, Dan Coates, MaryLeigh Bliss 
and Xavier Vivar, of Ypulse, analysed 
the responses from their panel of 18- 
to 34-year-olds, and found their 
attention span for surveys shows a 
sudden drop after around 15 minutes.  

In the past two years, though, this 
has dropped alarmingly. “Reviewing 
our recent syndicated surveys shows 
that population has been dropping off 
closer to the 13-minute mark,” the 
company says. Half the respondents 
now complete surveys on a 

smartphone, but they tend to drop off 
earlier – Ypulse recommends surveys 
of 8-10 minutes. 

Recent polling problems highlight 
the flaws of the data we collect. On 
the one hand, it lessens confidence in 
surveys among decision-makers, 
although part of that stems from a 
lack of engagement from the public. 
The relevance panic that was 
gathering steam in the mid-1970s 
hasn’t caused the end of research but, 
equally, the industry hasn’t solved the 
problem with panels.

At RN, Jantz says that his invitation-
only recruitment model is intended to 
reduce this problem. “Nobody is 
getting rich taking surveys, but the 
incentive is important, and that’s why 
we focus on loyalty programmes, or 
brands with strong incentives or 
rewards. The consumer joins because 
they value the incentive that the 
partner offers. They’re engaged with 
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dramatically expanded the survey 
market to clients that – when they 
phoned up the big agencies – basically 
got laughed at.” 

Even among large clients, Batchelor 
has seen a change in tastes. “I suspect 
there are some things for which the 
client wants to phone up brainy 
people and ask them to find out 
something, and there are a lot of other 
things that are like a sort of monitor. It 
goes on and on, and suddenly goes 
‘ping’ when you’re out of an 
acceptable level of performance – then 
you investigate.” 

Who’s taking your 
surveys?
‘Has the US become over-surveyed?’ 
asks the headline on an article in 
which Irving Crespi, of Gallup, says: “I 
wonder whether we are reaching the 
point where we are saturating the 
public. It is a very serious problem 
that threatens the long-term viability 
of the survey profession.”  

The article points out that over-
surveying leads to resistance, especially 
from the young and old, the well-
educated, the very rich and the very 
poor, who are all under-represented in 
samples. This bias – or unwillingness 
to engage – may skew polls for the 
upcoming election, it warns. The 
American Statistical Association 
laments that most surveys are trivial, 
and that they have become “an 
exploitative exercise” for the public. 

That’s from the 29 October edition 
of the New York Times – October 1975, 
that is. 

It’s also now more than a decade 
since comScore’s research into 
online panels found that 30% of the 
surveys in the US were taken by 0.25% 
of the population, and that those 
0.25% belonged to, on average, seven 
panels each.  

Yet, of course, we’re still hearing the 
problem that there are too many 
surveys, asking too many questions, 
with too little validation that stated 
preferences are genuine or 
representative. Surveys have become 
an unwelcome accompaniment to any 

that brand. They value that currency 
and they are willing to share their time 
to earn that currency,” he explains. 

Focusing on loyalty brands for 
recruitment means the incentive 
(survey-takers earn points for 
vouchers) is valued, but RN stops keen 
survey-takers from participating too 
often – or from taking multiple 
surveys at a sitting – because each 
type of behaviour implies a reduction 
in engagement. It’s a tricky balance to 
strike, Jantz says.  

RN is also working to increase the 
relevance of its surveys by developing 
technology so respondents are not 
constantly asked the same boring, 
but important, questions – for 
example, qualifying questions, or 
details of status that could easily (and 
more accurately) be sourced 
elsewhere. Asking only what you need 
keeps surveys short enough for 
millennials and avoids the triviality 
that probably still enrages the 
American Statistical Association. 

Finally, targeting a pre-engaged 
population is a way to source scarce 
panel types; as in 1975, some 
segments are hard to engage. “This 
allows us to get segments of the 
market that no-one else can get at,” 
says Jantz. “Business-to-business 
research is a very challenging thing to 
do because, if you’re recruiting out in 
these open-recruitment sources, the 
IT decision-maker tends not to be 
hanging around those places. We’re 
uniquely able to get at those people. 
That’s how we craft our partnership 
strategy. We look for under-served or 
under-represented segments of the 
population.”

The result, claims Jantz, is that “an 
order of magnitude” fewer 
respondents are excluded for quality 
reasons in comparison with other 
panels. That means better relevance 
for clients, but also suggests that the 
panellists are more engaged. Response 
quality, Jantz argues, is a better driver 
of value in the long run than sweating 
the firm’s assets, when the asset in 
question is a panel of people who 
you’re trying to engage. “The optimal 

 We still hear that there 
are too many surveys, 
with too many questions, 
with too little validation 
that stated preferences 
are genuine 
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management of an asset [traditionally] 
is to get as much out of it as you can. 
We recognise that’s not the best 
way to generate a high-quality 
research asset.” 

That level of engagement is what 
Jeremy King, the CEO and founder of 
start-up research provider Attest, is 
seeking. A trained research geneticist, 
who was previously a consultant at 
McKinsey, King says: “I saw the same 
problems with how insights are used 
in every organisation I came across.” 

Attest is building a semi-automated 
platform to help solve these problems, 
starting with panel recruitment. King 
wants to bring more of his science 
background to bear on the 
recruitment and retention process 
so that, in hard-to-find segments, 
there are representative samples to 
survey. He is also building a platform 
so that non-specialists can create 
credible surveys, designed so that 
panellists only get involved in research 
that is relevant. 

Pre-launch, King is cagey about the 
rewards for participation, but he 
points out that high-value participants 
– especially wealthy ones – aren’t 
motivated to engage so much by cash 

or voucher incentives, as by the desire 
to see what has been done with their 
input – to have “a seat at the table”. 

The tools that inform scientific 
research – longitudinal surveys taking 
a minimum of time, with quick 
feedback, presented as a regular 
input to decision-making – will 
create an emotional connection 
between panel and client. “We’ve seen 
a lot of agencies building the faster 
horse,” says King, “We’re trying to 
build the car.” 

Whatever that car eventually looks 
like, King is part of an emerging 
movement to create relevance in 
research: prioritising nuggets of 
insight, delivered where and when 
they are needed in the business; using 
technology platforms to automate the 
reporting process; and prioritising 
smaller-scale intimacy rather than 

large-sample incentivisation. Research 
is fighting back against those who 
question its relevance in a world of 
behavioural and operational data. 

For the decision-maker, the 
respondent, the future researcher, or 
simply the curious customer, there’s 
no easy solution to making insight 
relevant, because relevance is different 
for all of them. They know it when 
they see it, which is why the process 
of defining a project too tightly, or 
restricting that process to an internal 
insight function, is often risky.  

For everyone dedicated to ensuring 
relevance, there’s one common factor: 
research seems to be most relevant 
when the right people at each end can 
communicate without barriers – a 
client-agency partnership structured 
around decision-making, not 
hierarchies of reporting. 

“That ability to lose control is really, 
really important,” says Hill, at Jaguar 
Land Rover. “When you do that, nine 
times out of 10 it tends to work. I’m an 
absolute control freak. It’s quite hard 
for me even to say this, but you’ve got 
to be prepared to let go, and hope that 
it comes out in the way that you’re 
expecting it to.” 
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“If a client only says, ‘that was 
interesting’, we’ve failed,” says 
Chris Molloy, founding partner at 
Brand Potential, a boutique 
research agency that combines 
the skills of innovators, creative 
and client managers. “If the 
client says: ‘I know what to do 
now’, that’s a success.”

Molloy doesn’t want to be 
interesting; his agency was 
founded on the basis that, unless 
clients make a decision or 
change their behaviour based on 
their findings, then insight is a 
cost for those clients. 

One of its clients is Mars 
Petcare.“We’re like an SME 
inside of Mars,” says Gordon 
Smith, marketing and sales 
director of Mars Horsecare, a 
business unit inside Mars 
Petcare. “We can’t collect data 
for the sake of it, and we work 
across a broad brief. We share 

our strategic priorities, and we 
work with one partner on product 
development, commercial 
development and strategic 
goals.”

Smith needs to work with a 
broad set of skills, combining 
insight, activation, advertising 
development, commercial 
platforms and packaging design 
from one research company. This 
breadth helps makes decisions, 
he says: “As a business manager, 
you often have three or four 
reports on one product line. The 
challenge is to match them up so 
you know what to do.”

Projects are usually iterative 
and rarely linear. Recently, for 
example, a chance remark given 
by a horse owner in qual research 
led to a new product that wasn’t 
under consideration, but which 
has added 15% of incremental 
business to its product category 

– a category that Smith admits he 
would never have bothered to 
research (sugar-free, anti-laminitis 
feed for horses, to be specific). 

For Smith, having an insight 
provider with a broad range of 
research and product-
development skills – who could 
take the product from bright idea 
to final concept – was vital.

Making research relevant to 
action is “a recurring topic” 
among clients, says Molloy. This 
is unsurprising considering half 
of Brand Potential’s 
engagements come from private 
equity (PE), where the 
unsentimental search for 
potential and value from 
investments mean every piece 
of insight has to suggest an 
action, and most of their 
presentations are to marketing 
directors or above. It also means 
‘research’ is defined broadly.

“We will work with PE to do 
due diligence on acquisitions, for 
example,” says Molloy. “We sit 
alongside commercial and legal 
due diligence, finding things 
such as growth drivers – ways 
to accelerate the business, 
improve the supply chain and 
distribution. In this sector, it’s all 
about the numbers.”

However, that doesn’t mean 
just crunching those numbers. 
Part of the skill of being relevant, 
Molloy says, is influencing the 
brief; for example, driving hard 
to whittle it down to the three 
elements that might change a 
decision. Although that 
discussion is sometimes difficult, 
he says, he’s doing the client a 
favour by making the output 
relevant. “Our view is that the 
client always wants to do 
something – no-one comes to 
work just to be better informed.”
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